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1. INTRODUCTION 
A useful tool for the analysis of data is a consensus rule. By using different algorithms, one may 
obtain several distinct classifications of the same data set. A consensus rule takes these different 
classifications as input and outputs one or more consensus classifications. These rules arise, for 
example, in the study of taxonomic, or hierarchical, trees [1]. An intuitive approach in forming 
the consensus of several trees is to put a cluster in the output if it appears sufficiently often in 
the input. The corresponding rule is called a counting rule. A counting rule, however, is not 
desirable when dealing with input trees that  contain distinct clusters with large overlap. In this 
case, it is appealing to put a cluster in the output if it is equal to the intersection of a family of 
clusters from the input. Some rules that follow this approach are the Adams consensus rule [1] 
and generalized intersection rules [2]. 
To gain a deeper understanding of a given consensus rule, it is worthwhile to find properties 
that  will characterize the rule. For example, there are axiomatic haracterizations of the counting 
rules [3] and the Adams consensus rule [4]. In this note, under a suitable restriction on the height 
assignment, we prove a theorem that offers an axiomatic characterization of the generalized 
intersection rules. By modifying one of the axioms, we obtain a corresponding result for the 
Adams consensus rule. 
2. TERMINOLOGY,  NOTATION AND THE AX IOMS 
Let S be a set with n elements. A collection T of subsets of S is called an n-tree on S if ¢ ~ T; 
S E T; (x} E T for all x E S; and A M B E (A ,B ,¢}  for all A ,B  E T. Let Tn denote the set of 
all n-trees on S. 
Let k _> 2 be an integer. A function C : q-~ -~ Tn is called a consensus function or consensus 
rule. An element P = (T1, . . . ,  Tk) in Tn k is called a profile. After applying a consensus function C 
to a profile P,  we get an n-tree C(P)  = CP .  
If  A E T E T,~ and IAI E {1,n}, i.e., either A = {x} for some x E S or A = S, then A is 
called a trivial cluster. Therefore, A is a nontrivial cluster belonging to the n-tree T if A E T 
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and 1 < [A[ < n. An n-tree T is completely determined by knowing all the nontrivial clusters 
that belong to T. If T E T~, then T* denotes the set of all nontrivial clusters that belong to T. 
In general, if R is a collection of subsets of S, then R* := {A E R : 1 < IAI < n}. 
Let Z0 denote the set of all nonnegative integers. For T E Tn, a generalized height function 
on T is a function 77 : T --~ Z0 satisfying 7(S) = 0, and if A,B  E T and A C B (properly), 
then 7(A) > 7(B). There is the canonical height function 7o where, for A E T e Tn, 7o(A) = h 
if and only if S = A0 ~ A1 D ... D Ah ---- A (proper inclusion) with each Ai E T, and 
maximal in length. Another example is the cardinality height function 7~ where, for A E T E Tn, 
7~(A) = ISI - ]A[. 
A height assignment on T~ is a function h on Tn k that assigns to each profile P -- (T1 . . . .  ,Tk) 
a k-tuple (71,. . . ,  7k) where each 7i -- 7i(P) is a generalized height function on Ti(i = 1, . . . ,  k). 
If h is some given height assignment on T~, then, for each profile P = (T1,. . . ,Tk),  x E S, 
and r E Zo, we let Fi ( z, P, r ) = 0 ifTi({x}) < r; otherwise, z E Fi ( z, P, r ) E Ti , r < 7i ( Fi ( z, P, r ) ) 
and 7i(Fi(x,P,r)) < 7i(X) for all X E Ti such that x E X and r < 7i(X). In words, Fi(x,P,r)  
is the coarsest cluster in Ti that contains x and whose height is at least r - -with the convention 
that F~(x, P, r) = 0 when no such cluster exists. Next, we let F(x, P, r) = Ni=lk F~(x, P, r). 
For each height assignment h, there corresponds an intersection consensus rule Ch : Tn k -~ Tn 
where, for each profile P = (T1,... ,Tk), 
C;P  := U {F(x,P,r)[x E S}*. 
rEZo 
Let h be a height assignment on Tn k. For each P = (T1,... ,Tk), we let 
mi(P, h) := min{Ti(A) : A E Ti and A ~ S} 
for i -- 1 , . . . , k ,  where h(P) = (71,... ,7k). Next, let 
re(P, h) :-= min{ml(P, h) . . . .  , ink(P, h)} 
and let 
Ui(P, h) := {A E T* :  7i(A) = re(P, h)} 
for i = 1 , . . . ,  k. Finally, we let 
P - U(P,h):= (T1 - UI(P,h) . . . .  ,Tk -- Uk(P,h)). 
For our main result, we need a restriction on the height assignment h. Using the notation 
above, let h(P -  U(P, h)) = (~, . . . ,  7~). The height assignment h is standard if 7i(A) > 7j(B) 
is equivalent to 7~(A) > 7~(B) for all i , j  E {1,.. .  ,k}, g E Ti - Ui(P,h), B E Tj - Uj(P,h), and 
P = (TI , . . . ,  Tk) E T k.  For example, the height assignment h0 that assigns to each P E T~ the 
k-tuple, all whose entries axe 7o, is standard. 
We conclude this section with the statements of the axioms used in the characterization theo- 
rems. The first two axioms are not entirely new (see [4] and [5]), and the third axiom is the only 
axiom that depends upon the height assignment. 
Let T E Tn. Let A and B be nonempty subsets of S. Then A <T B means that A C B 
(properly), A C_ X, and B ~ X for some X E T. Following [4] and [5], we say that a consensus 
rule C : Tn k --* Tn preserves nestings if and only if 
(A<T,B  for i= l , . . . , k )=~(A<cpB)  
for all nonempty subsets A, B of S and profiles P = (T1 . . . . .  Tk). Next, C satisfies the upper 
strong presence condition for nestings if and only if 
(A<cpS)~(A<T~ S for i= l  . . . .  ,k) 
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for all A • CP  and P = (T1,...  ,Tk) • T~. The preceding axiom is a restriction of an axiom 
considered by Adams in [4] and Vach in [5]. For each T • Tn, let max T denote the set of all 
nontrivial maximal clusters of T with respect o set inclusion. If h is a height assignment on T k,  
then a consensus rule C : Tn k --* Tn satisfies h-betweeness if and only if 
CP - max CP c_ C(P - U(P, h)) c_ CP 
for all P • T k.  The final axiom is new, but has the same flavor as the betweeness axiom found 
[2]. 
3. THE MAIN RESULT  
The three axioms given at the end of the last section characterize the intersection rule Ch under 
the assumption that h is a standard height assignment on T~. This is the content of Theorem 1. 
In Theorem 6, we characterize the Adams consensus rule by appropriately modifying the axiom 
of h-betweeness. 
THEOREM 1. Let h be a standard height assignment on Tn k. Then, the consensus rule C preserves 
nestings and satisfies the upper strong presence condition for nestings as well as h-betweeness if 
and only if C is the intersection consensus rule Ch. 
We prove Theorem 1 through a sequence of four lemmas. The first pair of lemmata ddresses 
the sufficiency part of Theorem 1, and the second pair establishes necessity. 
LEMMA 2. Let h be a height assignment on Tn k. Then, the corresponding intersection rule Ch 
preserves nestings and satisfies the upper strong presence condition for nestings. 
PROOF. We refer the reader to [5] for details of the proof that Ch preserves nestings. 
To see that Ch satisfies the upper strong presence condition for nestings, let P = (T1,.. •, Tk) 
and A c Ch(P) such that A <chP S. Then, A = Fl(r ,P,x)  A . . .  A Fk(r,P,x) for some r > 0 
and x • S. Since A C_ F~(r, P, x) • Ti and F~(r, P, x) ~ S for i = 1 , . . . ,  k, it follows that A <T~ S 
for i = 1 , . . . ,h .  | 
Notice that in Lemma 2 there is no restriction on the height assignment h, but in Lemma 3 
we require h to be standard. 
LEMMA 3. If h is a standard height assignment on Tn k, then the corresponding intersection rule 
Ch satisfies h-betweeness. 
PROOF. Let P • T~, h(P) = (~h,...,  77k) and h(P -g(P ,  h)) = (~, . . . ,  ~7~). Let Fl(r, P, x )N. . .A  
Fk(r, P, x) • C~P-max ChP. We may assume that r -- min{~l(Fl(r, P, x ) ) , . . . ,  ~k(Fk(r, P, x))}. 
Since F1 (r, P, x) A ... N Fk(r, P, x) is not maximal, there exists some intersection Fl(s, P, y) N 
• .. A Fk(s,P,y) belonging to ChP such that FI(r ,P,z)  A . . .  A Fk(r,P,x) C F l (s ,P ,y)  A . . .  A 
Fk(s,P,y) C S (properly). Note that F~(r,P,x)A F~(s,P,y) ~ • for i = 1 , . . . , k .  Next, there 
exists j • (1 , . . . ,  k) such that Fj(r, P, x) C Fj(s, P, y). So ~?j(Fj(s, P, y)) < ~Tj(Fj(r, P, x)). Since 
z • F j (s ,P,y) ,  it follows that ~j(Fj(s,P,y)) < r. Thus, s < r and so F~(r,P,x) • U~(P,h) 
for i = 1 , . . . , k .  If r '  = min{~(F1 ( r ,P ,x ) ) , . . . ,~(Fk( r ,P ,x ) )} ,  then, since h is standard, 
Fi(r ,P,z)  = F~(r',P - U(P,h),x) fo r /  = 1 , . . . , k .  Therefore, FI(r ,P,x) N ... N Fk(r,P,x) E 
C~(P - U(P, h)). Thus, ChP -- max ChP C Ch(P - U(P, h)). 
Now, suppose Fl(r', P - U(P, h), x) n ...  A Fk(r', P - U(P, h), x) belongs to C~(P - U(P, h)). 
We may assume that r' = min{~7~(Fl(r',P - U(P,h),x)),...,~?~ (Fk(r' ,P - U(P,h),x))}. If 
r ---- min(~/1 (F1 (r', P-U(P ,  h), x ) ) , . . . ,  ~Tk(Fk(r', P -U(P ,  h), x))}, then, again since h is standard, 
F~(r',P - U(P,h) ,z)  = Fi(r ,P,z)  for i -- 1 , . . . , k .  Therefore, FI(r ' ,P  - U(P,h),x)  N ... N 
Fk ( r ' ,P -  U(P, h),x) • ChP. Hence, Ch(P -  U(P,h)) C ChP, and the proof of the lemma is 
complete. | 
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As a first step in establishing the necessity part of Theorem 1, we observe that the first two 
axioms completely determine the maximal clusters of the output. 
LEMMA 4. Let C be a consensus rule that preserves nestings and satisfies the upper strong 
presence condition for nestings. Then 
max CP  = {X1A. . .AXk  : Xi  E max Ti for i= l , . . . , k}*  
for all profiles P = (T1, . . . ,  Tk). 
PROOF. For convenience, let M = {X1 N . . .  A Xk : Xi  E max Ti for i = 1 , . . . ,  k}*. 
Now, let Z E max CP. Then Z <cp S. It follows from the upper strong presence condition 
for nestings that Z <T, S for i = 1 , . . . , k .  So there exist X1 E max T1 , . . . ,Xk  E max Tk such 
that Z C Xi fo r i - -  1,. ,k. Next, let Y - -  [~k Xi and note that Y <T~ S fo r i  = 1,. ,k. 
- -  " " i = l  " • 
Since C preserves nestings, Y <cP S. So there exists W E CP such that W ~ S and Y C W. 
k Since Z is maximal in CP and Z C_ Y C_ W C S, it follows that Z = Ni=lX i ,  i.e., Z E M. 
Therefore, max CP C_ M. 
k Conversely, let Y = N~=l x i  E M. Note that Y <T~ S for i = 1 , . . . , k .  Since C preserves 
nestings, Y <cP S. So, there exists W E CP such that Y c W and W ~ S. We can choose W 
k to be maximal in CP. It follows from the first paragraph of this proof that W = Ni=l Iv /where 
k k WiEmax Ti for i - -1 , . . . , k .  So N~=IX i=YCW=[ ' ] i= IWi .  S inceX iMIV /¢0ands ince  
k X both clusters are maximal in T~, it follows that Xi = Wi for i = 1 . . . .  , k. So, Y = Ni=l i = 
k Ni=l Wi = W E max CP. 
Therefore, M C_ max CP,  and we are done. I 
Let T~ denote the n-tree that contains only trivial clusters. Let h be a height assignment on 
Tn k and let e - -  (T1, . . . ,Tk) E Tn k. Set P0 -- P and Pi+I = P i -U(P i ,  h) for i E Zo. Next, 
for each i E Z0 let Pi -- (T~,... ,T~). So, for example, T° -- T1 and T~ ~- T1 - UI(P,h). Let 
£ -- £(P, h) denote the largest nonnegative integer where T~ ~ T¢ for j -- 1 . . . .  , k. If T ° -- T¢ for 
some j E {1, . . . ,  k), then put £ -- 0. A straightforward set theoretic argument yields the next 
result. 
LEMMA 5. Let h be a height assignment on Tkn. Ira consensus rule C satisfies h-betweeness and, 
for each profile P, CP~+I = T¢, where £ = £(P, h), then 
g 
CP* =- U max CPi 
i=O 
for all P E T~. 
Now, we put together Lemma 2 through Lemma 5 for a proof of Theorem 1. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1. It follows from Lemma 2 and Lemma 3 that the intersection rule 
Ch preserves nestings and satisfies the upper strong presence condition for nestings as well as 
h-betweeness. 
Conversely, let C be a consensus rule that preserves nestings and satisfies the upper strong 
presence condition for nestings as well as h-betweeness. It follows from Lemma 4 that CP~+I = 
T~ where £ -- g(P, h) for all P. Using Lemma 4, Lemma 5, and the notation above, CP* = 
N U~'=0 max CPj -- Uj=o{X1 .. .  N Zk :  X~ E max T] for i -- 1 . . . .  , k}* for each profile P e T~. 
Since CP is completely determined by the above expression and since this expression agrees with 
C~P, it follows that C = Ch, and we are done. I 
We now give a characterization of the Adams consensus rule Ca. For each profile P = 
(T1, . . . ,  Tk), we can describe CaP as follows. First, let Vi(P) = {B E Ti* : there exist Xj  E 
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max Tj for j = 1 , . . . , k  with X1 n .-. nXk  C B and IX1N . . -nXk[  > 1} for i = 1 , . . . , k ;  
and let P-  Y (P )  = (T1 -V I (P ) , . . . , Tk -  Vk(P)). Next, let P = Po = (TO,.. T O • , k) and 
Pi+I = Pi - V(Pi) = (T~,.. . ,T~) for each i c Zo. Then C*P = Uiezomax CaPi where 
max CaPi = {X1 n ... n Xk : X j  E max T~ for j -- 1 , . . . ,  k}*. Finally, we say that  a consensus 
rule C satisfies a-betweeness if and only if 
CP - max CP  C C(P  - V(P))  C CP  
for all profiles P. Using the same technique as in the proof of Theorem 1, we get the following 
result. 
THEOREM 6. The only consensus rule that preserves nestings and satisfies the upper strong 
presence condition for nestings as well as a-betweeness, i  the Adams consensus rule Ca. 
We conclude this note with an example from [2] which shows that  the intersection rule Cho 
and the Adams consensus rule Ca can give different results on the same profile. Let T1 and T2 be 
two 8-trees, based on the set S = {1, 2 , . . . ,  8}, such that TI* = {{1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, {1, 2, 3, 4}, {1, 2, 3}} 
and T~ = {{2,3 ,4 ,5 ,6 ,7 ,8} ,{2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ,6 ,7} ,{2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ,6}}.  Let P = (T1,T2). Since e(P, ho) = 2, 
i t fol lowsthat ChoP* =max Chop 0 Umax ChoP1 U max ChoP 2 = {{2,3,4,5}} U{{2,3,4}} U 
{{2,3}} = {{2,3,4,5},{2,3,4},{2,3}}.  Since V2(P) = {B ~ T~ : {2,3,4,5} C B} = T~, it 
follows that  CaP* = max Ca Po = {{2,3,4,5}}. Hence, ChoP ~ CaP. 
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